We consider the propagation of two-colour (fundamental wave and second harmonic) light bullets (LB) "molecules" in a bulk dispersive medium with competing quadratic and cubic (Ken-) self-defocusing nonlinearities:
We have investigated the circular light-bullet necklaces, constructed as superposition of N fundamental spatiotemporal solitons with different phases such that the overall phase jump around the core is a multiple of 2n . We thus both frequencies, < are the soliton locations, whereas the soliton phases at those points are v,, = 2 n z M / N and 2p,, , respectively. Here determines the full phase twist around the cluster and plays the role of a topological charge ("spin"). The "spin" M , the radius of the circle on which the "atoms" are displayed, as well as the energy of the constituent "atoms", are parameters playing an important role on the cluster dynamics.
As a rule, for M=l, the "molecules" undergo rotation and clean up the initial noise in the first stages of propagation. Only afler thotisandy of diJ';fi.action lengths a quasi-periodic shrinking and expansion followed by a decay into several unequal fragments is observed as seen in Fig. 1 . Our soliton clusters are much more robust than the LB clusters in quadratic and cubic saturable materials that survive only a Fig. 1 Evolution of four and five soliton cluster with "spin" M=l in the presence of initial noise. few diffraction lengths in the presence of initial random noise rll.
Although we demonstrate the key concepts for the example of light waves, our study is crucially important for other fields such as the physics of hybrid atom-molecular Bose-Einstein condensates. Indeed, recent experiments demonstrated coherent mixing of atom-molecular condensates [2] which under suitable conditions are described by coupled equations for the macroscopic wave functions similar to Eqs. (1). Taking into account that the experimental observations of bright solitons in condensates are restricted to quasi-one dimensional geometries the matter-wave analogue of our light bullet clusters would correspond to clusters of condensate drops existing without a trap.
